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Ref : Glamorgan Spring Bay Interim Planning Scheme 2015
Draft amendment AM 2018-03
Introduce the Cambria Specific Area Plan
and other amendments to facilitate a large-scale tourism-based development at
Cambria Estate, Swansea
Directions Hearing

Attn : Liza Fallon

- Thks to work related commitment, it will be difficult to make it to the Hearing attendance
on Tuesday 2nd of March (Thank you for the invitation).
In that case, would you, please, take this email as a submission/comment and make sure to
lodge it at some stage on your website. Thank you.

Acknowledgment :
- To the Paredarerme people, the traditional custodians of the land where this saga has
been taking place for quite a while now.

- Jurisdictional issue :
Please note, the new delegates don’t have really any jurisdictional ground to proceed any
further with considering the planning scheme change requested as the letters of consent for
the Roads Reserve (about a… dozen of it) never ever have been provided at the first
place.
Meaning, under the section 33(2A) of LUPAA, the Applicant didn’t put forward any
evidence that the consent had been given.

- On the top of this Jurisdictional issue, can the new delegates, please, consider releasing
on the TPC website, if possible before the kick off of the Directional Hearings, the two
affidavits forwarded, out of the blue, to the Supreme Court by the Applicant in July and
August 2020 ? Thank you.

As a matter of understanding for such a request, please note that during the Supreme Court
very long process, the Representors were never made aware of those two affidavits,
meaning Representors didn’t have then the opportunity to become a Respondents.
After Justice Escourt’s decision delivered on 3 December 2020, at the Tasmanian Supreme
Court, few Representors asked in writing (under rule 33(4) of the Supreme Court Rules
2000 book) to have access to those two apparently ‘very hush-hush’ affidavits. Justice
Escourt refused to do so and never gave, at this stage, any reasons for this bizarre refusal
(but he acknowledged the Representors’ correspondance as not long after few ‘errors’ were
modified in his official ‘reasons for decision’ text).
And at this end of the day, the Representors were simply denied the basic right to appeal
his decision ! Interesting…
Among those two affidavits, you should have (in theory) :
One Power of Attorney signed by the Liu Kejing and another one signed by Li Lihua, as
they were two of the three properties owners. 
So altogether two Power of Attorney attached to an English/Mandarin translated by a fully
accredited translator.

As a reminder, around May 2018, the Glamorgan Spring Bay Council received 600 over
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submissions. Apparently, mine was the only one to raise a question mark about the validity
of those already ‘infamous’ Letters of consent. And following the ‘science’ provided along
the way by three other Representors and the absolute lack of requested evidence coming
from the Applicant, the TPC delegates agreed with those concerns raised around May
2018. 
Then one single person, Justice Escourt, decided otherwise after receiving out of the blue
(two years later !) the so called evidences. Meaning that nearly… three years after raising
in good faith the validity of the Letters of Consent none of the four Representors involved
in the process know officially about the evidences finally provided by the Applicant to
overruled the TPC decision.
That’s a bit odd ?  

The issue of the ownership of the land and whether or not owners have provided consent
for the lodgment of the applications is relevant to the TPC’s jurisdiction, but the TPC new
delegates can consider that as the issue of ownership of the land has been resolved by the
Supreme Court, they don’t have the jurisdiction to rehear aspects of those arguments…
From saga to horror show. 

Please note, an email of concern will be sent to Chief Justice Alan Blow related to the
absence of reasons from Justice Escourt regarding his refusal to release those two 'last
minutes' affidavits to the Representors and also his absence of communication with the
Representors concerning this matter.

To conclude, please, allow me to pay tribute to the previous delegates Ann Cunningham
and Peter Fisher, thanking them for their professionnalisme and integrity shown since
December 2018 and let me, please, wish simply… good luck to the new three delegates.

Thank you for your time, and you can also thanks me for mine. - and excuse that French
garlic/English mixture in the process. 
Alain Coltier     


